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We onsider networks of oupled sto hasti os illators. When oupled we nd strong olle tive
os illations, while ea h unit remains sto hasti . In the limit N ! 1 we derive a system of integrodelay equations and show analyti ally that the olle tive os illations persist in a large region in
parameter. For a regular topology with few onne tions between the os illators, islands of oherent
os illations are formed, whi h merge as the amount of topologi al disorder in reases. We link this
transition to typi al network quantities in the framework of small-world networks.

PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 05.10.Gg, 84.35+i
Colle tive behavior or syn hronization of nonequilibrium systems is one of the main topi s in urrent omplex systems resear h. It an be observed in
a variety of dierent physi al, biologi al and so iologial frameworks, su h as sub-ex itable media, in whi h
noise-indu ed oherent patterns emerge [1℄, neurons in
the brain, where spike patterns syn hronize during expe tan y or attention [2℄, or in an enthusiasti audien e whi h applauds in syn hrony after a good performan e [3℄.
Starting from the pioneering work of Winfree [4℄ and
Kuramoto [5, 6℄ on oupled phase os illators, numerous
studies have fo ussed on systems where the dynami s
of the single units is deterministi [7℄. Even in systems onsisting of oupled haoti units phase lo king
may o ur [8℄. However, many systems are intrinsially sto hasti or driven by noise. Numeri al investigations show, that syn hronization an be found there as
well [9, 10, 11, 12℄, or that it may even be indu ed by
a suitable hosen noise strength [13, 14℄. To really understand why, and under whi h onditions syn hronization appears in oupled sto hasti systems, analyti ally
tra table models are indispensable. There, however, little advan ement has been a hieved so far.
In this Letter we introdu e a system of N oupled disrete sto hasti os illators, ea h os illator serving as a
prototype of an ex itable system. We nd large oherent os illations of the ensemble. In the limit N ! 1
we show analyti ally that this oheren e is due to a Hopf
bifur ation in the dynami s of the ensemble distributions
in ase of a global oupling. Furthermore, we show numeri ally, that the syn hronization is preserved even if
there are only few onne tions between the os illators.
In ontrast to previous investigations [15, 16℄ it be omes
most pronoun ed for a large amount of randomness in the
topology of the network, whi h we study in the framework of small world networks [17℄.
We onsider a system of N sto hasti units. Ea h unit
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Figure 1: Three state model of an ex itable unit. The pro ess
1 ! 2 is Markovian, while the transitions 2 ! 3 and 3 ! 1
are deterministi with a xed waiting time

is a prototypi al model of a sto hasti ex itable os illator
hara terized by an attra ting x point 1 from whi h it
es apes by noise to an ex ited state 2. It then performs
a long ex ursion 3 and nally returns to its rest state 1
(Fig. 1). The transition 1 ! 2 is ontrolled by a rate
whi h an be expressed as an Arrhenius-like relation [18℄.
The probability to stay the time t in 1 is thus given by,
w 1!

2 (t)=

exp (

(1)

t) ;

with mean and standard deviation 1= . The transitions
2 ! 3 and 3 ! 1 are deterministi with a peaked waiting
time distributions at 2 and 3 , respe tively:
w 2! 3 (t)= (t

2 ); w 3! 1 (t)=

(t
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To demonstrate that the dynami s of ea h individual unit
shows typi al features of ex itable systems we inspe t its
power spe trum. Setting the output s(t)= 1 if the unit is
in state 3 at time t, and s(t)= 0, otherwise, the spe trum
is then determined employing renewal theory [19℄:
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where T = 2 + 3 . The sto hasti ity of the pro ess
an be ontrolled by varying the amount of time spent in
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Figure 2: Power spe trum of a single three state unit with
2 = 0:1, 3 = 1:2 and 1= = 1:0 (solid line), 1= = 10:0
(dashed line). For small values of 1= the pro ess is os illating

state 1 ompared to T . If 1=
T , the system spends
a lot of time in state 1 and the sto hasti ity of the rst
step dominates the dynami s. The spe trum de reases
then monotoni ally until it be omes zero at !0 = 2 = 3.
T the pro ess be omes os illating.
Contrary, for 1=
(Fig. 2).
To ouple the units, we rst introdu e the dynami
order parameter of the ensemble:
f(t)=

0

1+

tanh

f(t)
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with si(t) denoting the output of unit i. A prototypi al
oupling between the individual os illators is introdu ed
by letting the rate fun tionally depend on the value of
f(t) in an inhibitory sigmoidal fashion:
(f(t)) =

Number of Oscillator

1000

f
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Choosing > 0, the transition rate is large for small values and small for large values of f(t). The position and
width of the transition is mediated by the parameters f
and . In the following the position f is kept equal to
0:5. The inverse of the parameter
an be seen as an
1, the oupling deee tive oupling parameter. If
pends weakly on the value of f(t) and is approximately
equal to 0. Contrary, in the ase of
1, a sharp transition between the two rates 2=1 = 0(1
) o urs if
f(t) rosses f . A typi al traje tory of f(t) is shown in
Fig. 3 for a system onsisting of N = 1000 units. Although ea h individual unit is governed by the sto hasti
transition 1 ! 2, the whole system shows an undamped
os illation, whi h resembles oheren e resonan e in oupled ex itable Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo units [11, 12℄.
The simpli ity and dis rete nature of our model allows to derive an analyti ondition from an integro-delay
equation for the onset of the oherent os illations. In the
limit N ! 1 the state of the system an be des ribed
by the ensemble averaged o upation probabilities P k (t),
i.e. the probability that a unit is in state k at time t.
Following a mean eld assumption, we identify the order parameter f(t) with P 3(t). The dynami s is then
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Figure 3: Spike train for a globally oupled network (top)
of N = 1000 os illators. Ea h time an os illator performs a
2 ! 3 transition a point is plotted. The lower panel shows
the dynami order parameter f(t). In all gures the following
parameters were used: T = 2:5, 2 = 0:5, 0 = 0:5, = 0:6,
= 10 5 and f = 0:5.

des ribed by the following set of integro-delay equations
P 1(t) = 1
Z
P 2(t) =

P2 (t)

(P 3 (t0))P 1 (t0)dt0

t
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t

(6)
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While the rst equation expresses the normalization ondition, the se ond and third a ount for the balan e of
probability. The probabilities P 2 (t) and P 3(t) are equal
to the time-integrated de ay from state 1 from time t 2
up to t and from t T up to t 2 , respe tively. Similar
equations have been investigated before in the framework
of delayed dierential equations [20℄. For a two state rate
equation, however, only a resonant-like behavior has been
found [21℄.
Now we onsider the unique stationary x-point of the
nonlinear delay system (6) by setting P k (t) = P k [22℄.

3
This leads to an impli it relation for e.g. P 3
P3 =

3

T + 1= (P 3 )

(7)

;

whi h is the ratio between the time spent in state 3 and
the mean time for one round trip. Analogous relations
may be derived for P 1 and P 2 . To investigate the stability of the single steady state we
P add small perturbations P k (t) = P k + P k (t) with 3k= 1 P k = 0. Using
P k (t) / exp( t) with 6
= 0 leads after linearization of
Eqs. (6) to the hara teristi equation:
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( ) as

Here we have introdu ed s = (P 3 )P 1 < 0 and
the rst derivative of ( ).
The solutions of Eq. (8) in = 0+ i 00, 0; 00 2 R are
omplex. A Hopf bifur ation orresponds to values where
rosses the imaginary axis, for whi h we an derive a
ondition by setting 0 = 0. This gives in parametri
dependen e on the frequen y 00 at the bifur ation:
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Figure 5: Bifur ation diagram showing the parameter region
of oherent os illations in the 0 - plane for dierent values
of 2 . All other parameters as in Fig. 3
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cos( 00T )) = 0 whi h we show in Fig. 5. Surprisingly, there are two sepsin( 00T )) = 0: arated regions of oherent os illations for small values

Figs. 4 and 5 shows the region of oherent os illations in
the 2
and 0
plane, respe tively. For 2 > 0,
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the bifur ation, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4, whi h is
about 2:2=(2 ) 0:35 for 2 = 0:5 agrees well with the
frequen y of the os illations observed in the numeri al
simulation (Fig. 3) whi h is roughly 0:34. The depen-
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Figure 4: Bifur ation diagram showing the parameter region
of oherent os illations in the 2 - plane for dierent values
of 0 . The inset shows the orresponding frequen y at the
bifur ation, whi h is nearly independent of 0 . All other parameters as in Fig. 3

xed 0 and 6
= 0 there is a large region in whi h the ensemble os illates. This region grows for in reasing values
of 0. Interestingly, there exist values of 2 where has
to ex eed some nite value to observe the os illations.
When un oupled, the power spe tra of the single units
exhibit a maximum at nite frequen y for the parameters given by the three urves shown in Fig. 4. However,
we would like to stress that oherent os illations of the
ensemble an also be observed if the single un oupled
units are in the non-os illating regime. The frequen y at

of 2 in the parameter plane (dash-dotted lines). This
means that a path in the parameter plane in the dire tion of in reasing randomness, i.e. de reasing 0, may
ause the os illations rst to vanish and then reappear.
Upon in rease of 2 the two regions grow and merge for
0:48 (solid line). The merged region maximizes at
2
1 (dotted line), further in rease of 2 lets it shrink
2
again (dashed line). In this ase, only large values of 0
above 14 lead to global os illations.
To omplement the globally oupled ase, we now investigate diluted networks and the inuen e of the topology on the onset of oherent os illations in our system.
To study this, we onsider a transition from an ordered
topology to a random network via small-world networks,
whi h have re ently been introdu ed by Watts and Strogatz [17℄. The transition is onstru ted as follows: Starting from a ring with N verti es, ea h vertex identied as
one three state unit, is oupled to its k nearest neighbors
with undire ted edges. This means, that the transition
rate j( ) of unit j now depends on the lo al mean eld:
fj(t)=

1X
k

si(t);

(9)

fi;jg

fi;jg denoting the set of neighbors of vertex j. With
probability p ea h edge is then ut and re onne ted to a
randomly hosen dierent vertex. In this way the parameter p interpolates between a ompletely regular (p = 0)
and a random network (p = 1). Please note that the
number of onne tions is N k whi h we require now to be
mu h smaller than the number of all possible onne tions
between verti es, whi h is N (N 1)=2. The small world

networks are found for values of p below 0:1, where the
mean shortest path between two arbitrary nodes drops
rapidly, while the luster index, giving the relative number of ommon neighbors, is still large (see Fig. 7).
In Fig. 6 we show the dynami s on a ompletely regular network, i.e. p = 0. There, we nd small oherent
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Figure 7: Left axis: Lo ation of the maximum amplitude of
the spe trum of the dynami order parameter f (+ ). Right
axis: Cluster index (+) and mean shortest path length ( ) in
the network.
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Figure 6: Spike train for a regular network with p = 0, N =
1000 and k = 18. Ea h time a sto hasti unit undergoes a
2 ! 3 transition a point is plotted. Other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3
.

islands, whi h inter hange over time. Sin e these islands
are not in phase, there are no global os illations. As a
measure for the size of the global os illations, we hoose
the height of the entral peak in the power spe trum of
f(t). For in reasing randomness, i.e. p > 0, keeping k
xed, the os illations be ome more pronoun ed and are
nally maximized for omplete disorder, whi h an be
seen in Fig. 7. The transition to ma ros opi os illations
shows a threshold behavior at p 0:2. In the inset, both
the luster index and the mean path length are shown.
Although there is a steep de rease in the mean path
length for already small p 0:01, the amplitude of the
os illations only starts to in rease, as the luster index
be omes smaller. This means, that in our model, ompletely random networks syn hronize best. For the onsidered sto hasti systems this stands in lear ontrast
to a previous study of haoti systems [15℄, where it was
laimed that the small-world route provides better synhronizability, ompared to ompletely random graphs.
In on lusion we have presented a system of N disrete sto hasti units, whi h onstitutes a generi model
of oupled ex itable systems. When oupled we observed
oherent os illations. In the limit N ! 1 the system
an be des ribed by a system of integro-delay equations.
A stability analysis reveals, that the xed point of the
dynami s be omes unstable under variation of the system parameters. We argue that this me hanism is valid
for the nite system as presented by simulations.

We further showed numeri ally, that the oherent osillations are preserved if the onne tivity is strongly diluted. Starting from a regular network with k nearest
neighbor onne tions (kN
(N
1)N =2) islands of oherent os illations with dierent relative phases oexist.
With topologi al disorder these islands merge and ma ros opi os illations of the whole ensemble an be observed.
The transition to global os illations is onne ted to the
luster index in the network, whi h drops onsiderably
on the onset of the os illations.
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